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	Flash 3D: Animation, Interactivity, and Games, 9780240808789 (0240808789), Focal Press, 2006
Push your creative ideas to the next level in content delivery.
Use real and simulated 3D space in your Flash games and interactive systems.

3D possibilities offer an untapped creative approach to thinking and designing with Flash. Tap into this medium by: 
* Creating reusable templates to reduce costs and cycle time for project development. 
* Experimenting with author-provided interactive examples that demonstrate a broad range of Flash applications from website to DVD/CD-ROM delivery. 
* Practicing the real-world project techniques presented by the authors in full color. 
* Expanding your horizons with experimental projects.

Jim Ver Hague is a professor of Computer Graphics Design at the Rochester Institute of Technology. He has more than 30 years' experience in the field of computer graphics and has lectured, consulted, and conducted workshops internationally in the fields of multimedia, electronic publishing, computer-aided information design, and computer art and sculpture. 

Chris Jackson is a computer graphics designer and Associate Professor at Rochester Institute of Technology. Chris has an extensive background in graphic design, printing and interactive multimedia. His professional work has received over 25 distinguished national and international awards for online communication.

User Level: Intermediate

Key Features: 
* Techniques for creating reusable templates that reduce costs and cycle time for project development.  
* A companion CD-ROM that includes an artists' gallery of example projects and project media for real-world exercises and tutorials.  
* A balance of practical and experimental projects designed to teach and stretch your skills.     

       About the Author

Jim Ver Hague is a professor of Computer Graphics Design in the College of Imaging Arts and Sciences at the Rochester Institute of Technology. He has more than 30 years experience in the field of computer graphics, ranging from the US space program to microcomputer-based applications in graphic design to the design of training, educational and diagnostic tools for the medical profession. Jim has lectured, consulted, and conducted workshops internationally in the fields of multimedia, electronic publishing, computer-aided information design, and computer art and sculpture. Jim holds degrees in communications design, mathematics, and sculpture.
Chris Jackson is a computer graphics designer and professor at the Rochester Institute of Technology. His professional design work for clients that include Eastman Kodak, has received over 25 distinguished national and international awards for online communication.
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Object-Oriented User Interfaces for Personalized Mobile Learning (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2014

	This book presents recent research in mobile learning and advanced user interfaces. It is shown how the combination of these fields can result in personalized educational software that meets the requirements of state-of-the-art mobile learning software. This book provides a framework that is capable of incorporating the software technologies,...


		

Five-Star Apps: The best iPhone and iPad apps for work and playPeachpit Press, 2010

	What makes a five-star app? A program has to be interesting, even if the task it’s performing is routine. When you look at a dozen apps that have the same informational, utilitarian, or entertainment goal, five-star apps have that extra something special that floats to the top.


	It can be a concierge, camera, flashlight, game...


		

Better English (English Guides)Usborne, 1983

	Glossy Paperback. UsBorne book. A couple of light hairline creases on the bottom right corner and top right corner from usage. The spine is tight and straight. The pages are clean and free of markings. Robyn Gee & Carol Watson, authors. Designed and illustrated by Kim Blundell. First published in 1983 by UsBorne Publishing Ltd. This is a...





	

Apache Tomcat 7 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book will help you resolve these issues and boost your confidence in handling Apache Tomcat 7 administration using the tips, tricks, and best practices used by various industry experts to maintain their middleware infrastructure. The best thing that the author did while designing the content is a practical solution, with a detailed...

		

Behind Closed Doors: Secrets of Great Management (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
Great management is difficult to see as it occurs. It's possible to see the results of great management, but it's not easy to see how managers achieve those results. Great management happens in one-on-one meetings and with other managers---all in private.  It's hard to learn management by example when you can't see it.
  You can learn to be a...


		

Usability of Speech Dialog Systems: Listening to the Target Audience (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
Many technical issues like speech recognition and signal processing have to be addressed for the design of speech communication systems. However, before designing a speech application starts, 3 key questions that have to be answered: who will use it, why and how often? Only if the designer is clear about these questions, he is able to provide a...
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